The Magic Mitten
Once there was a forest that was gloomy because all the animals in the forest were having trouble. The deer could not open their mouths because they were tangled with barb wires. The rabbits couldn't run because their feet got stuck in plastic cups and...
rings. The birds could not fly because plastic bags got stuck to their wings. The forest got dry day by day. Worst of all, it was always covered with dark clouds! Until... there was a tiny mitten showed up in the middle of the forest.
One day later.....the mitten grew bigger!

Two days later.....the mitten grew to the size of an elephant! What could the animals do?

Just sit there and watch?
They were horrified! But they could not do much. Days passed until the mitten covered the whole forest. Then all the animals got into it.

**BOOM!!! BOOM!!!**

It vanished and never came back.
But, the Magic Mitten left something!

It left HAPPINESS!

By taking in all of the wires, caps, rings, and bags into its woollen strands, freeing the animals. After that the grass turned green, the sunlight came back and the forest turned greener!

Now, the deer could run freely and find food. The rabbits played happily in the cushioning grass and the birds built nests and fed their babies. The whole forest was clean and happy!
BE A MAGIC MITTEN